
NAME: _______________________________   CLASS: ________________________   PERIOD: _____________

OVERALL POSITION:

LABEL
2 – 4 word summary of 

argumentative claim

ARGUMENTATIVE CLAIM
Reasons that the overall

 position is true

EVIDENCE A
Summary or quotation of facts, 

research, expert view, etc.

Reasoning explains how it is 
that the evidence proves the 
claim and overall position.

EVIDENCE B
Summary or quotation of facts, 

research, expert view, etc.

Reasoning explains how it is 
that the evidence proves the 
claim and overall position.

ARGUMENT BUILDER


	NAME: ARGUMENT BUILDING EXERCISE
	CLASS: AFF/SOCCER IS BEST
	PERIOD: 
	OVERALL POSITION: SOCCER IS THE BEST SPORT IN THE WORLD.  
	LABEL 2  4 word summary of argumentative claim: Best-loved sport
	Reasoning -- Evidence B -- Argument 2: sport in the world, but they suggest that no other sport is even in the running.  
	Label -- Argument 2: 
	Argumentative Claim 1: Soccer is simply the most well loved sport in the world.  
	Argumentative Claim 2: 
	Evidence A -- Argument 1: For the World Cup soccer championship in 2014, there were 909.6 million viewers for at least 30 minutes of the games.  That same year, there were 111.5 million viewers around the world for the
	Evidence A -- Argument 2: 
	Reasoning -- Evidence A -- Argument 1: Super Bowl (Charles Doty, Beutler Ink website, an international marketing firm, accessed June 18, 2018).  This comparison in the viewing audience of soccer and football is recent and authoritative, since it compares "apples to apples," the pinnacle soccer championship and the pinnacle American 
	Reasoning -- Evidence A -- Argument 2: 
	Evidence B -- Argument 1: sport's championship, football.  Because soccer is truly enjoyed internationally,  its dominance over even the strongest rival sport is overwhelming: more than eight times as many people watch and
	Evidence B -- Argument 2: 
	Reasoning -- Evidence B -- Argument 1: love soccer as football.  There is no better way to rank sports than to count the number of their fans.  Sports are entertainment to their  audiensce; the size of the audience is the sport's key metric.  And soccer's audiences not only grant it the title of best 


